HUNTINGTON BEACH MARINE SAFETY ENHANCES OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY
WITH NEXT GEN WATCHTOWER TECHNOLOGIES
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The beautiful beaches of Southern California cascade along the
Paciﬁc Ocean and attract more visitors that any other stretch of
coastline in the world. Huntington Beach California is situated in
Orange County, between Los Angeles County and San Diego County,
and is otherwise known as Surf City USA.
Huntington Beach is home to dozens of
large-scale events held annually on the sand,
including the US Open of Surﬁng, the Great
Paciﬁc Air Show, the Coastal Country Jam,
and the SurfCityUSA Marathon. Newly built
shopping centers and hotels offer a plethora
of unique dining options and retail
experiences. These attractions bring locals
and visitors alike, and sit directly across
Paciﬁc Coast Highway.

The warm weather, the great beaches, the
awesome surf, and the outstanding
entertainment add to the continued growth
in year-round beach crowds.
More recently, the centrally located
Huntington Beach Pier has become the
epicenter of ongoing civil protests and
demonstrations, further adding to the
operational challenges faced by Huntington
Beach Marine Safety.
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CUSTOMER PROFILE
City of Huntington Beach
Huntington Beach Marine Safety
●
●
●

13,500,000 Annual Beach visits
65 Lifeguards in 31 Towers
Nearly 6,000 rescues and medical aids annually

KEY SOLUTIONS
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Watchtower Solutions Core
Watchtower Incident Reporting
Watchtower Dispatch
Watchtower Executive Data, Analytics, Reporting
3-month beta and implementation test
Supplementary training and onboarding
Full platform deployment on desktop and mobile
Increased operational efficiency

Rescues:

3,300

Annual Visits: 13,470,000
Peak Daily Visits: 105,000
Prevents: 176,100
Medical Aids:

2,375

Towers:

31

Craft/Vehicles:

34

Guard Count:

65

“

Marine Safety in a city like Huntington Beach, Surf City USA, is an extremely dynamic environment. On a busy summer
day, we have 65 lifeguards protecting more than one hundred thousand people. We’ve got boats, ATVs, and trucks on
patrol. We needed an incident and dispatch system that was built for modern marine safety. It had to be powerful,
easy to use, secure, and competitively priced. The Watchtower platform is all of those things for us.

TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE
A division of the Huntington Beach Fire Department,
Huntington Beach Marine Safety is a sprawling and
multi-faceted organization, with more than a
century of operating experience.
First established in 1918 when Henry Brooks and
Robert Nutt were hired to guard the beachfront,
Huntington Beach Marine Safety was then solidiﬁed
in 1931 when Delbert "Bud" Higgins and Gene
Belshe were added as the ﬁrst full-time year-round
lifeguards.
With nearly 13.5 million visits per year, Huntington
Beach is one of the busiest beaches in the world.
Peak summer days pack almost 110,000 people into
a short 3.5 mile stretch of beachfront. In 2019 there
were more than 176,000 preventive actions taken,
and 3,300 open water rescues.
Huntington Beach Marine Safety maintains a
tradition of excellence, and a continued
commitment to improving marine safety standards
worldwide. Newly appointed Battalion Chief Eric
Dieterman identiﬁed an opportunity to rethink the
tools and processes facilitating incident reporting
and dispatch. He sought a comprehensive, secure,
and reliable software platform that could replace
paper and pencil, while also being easy to learn and
use.
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Battalion Chief, Eric Dieterman
Huntington Beach Marine Safety
Watchtower User since 2019

TRANSITION TO NEXT GENERATION MARINE SAFETY
Watchtower conducted a pre-deployment
operational analysis, to determine which
modules of the Watchtower platform would
be most appropriate for Huntington Beach
Marine Safety.

Based on these needs, The Watchtower team
implemented a suite of solutions including
Watchtower
Core, Watchtower Incident
Reporting,
Watchtower
Dispatch,
and
Watchtower Executive Data and Analytics.

Battalion Chief Eric Dieterman expressed a
clear need for modernizing and digitizing the
incident reporting and dispatch process,
without the operational burden of the existing
CAD system used by the Police Department.
This older CAD system wasn't built for the
speciﬁc needs of his marine safety division,
and was unnecessarily complicated and
expensive.

Over the course of the platform deployment
and beta-test phase, the Watchtower
engineering team remained on-call to address
any training or integration issues that arose.
After a 3-month trial period, the Huntington
Beach Marine Safety Division officially and
fully adopted the Watchtower Platform.

Chief Dieterman also expressed a desire to
modernize and supercharge his executive
reporting capabilities. He often felt like
meetings with city administrators could be
improved by leveraging more powerful,
accurate, and timely graphical reports.

As the newly implemented system began to
capture and record data, the leadership team
was immediately able to derive unique
operational insight. Chief Dieterman and his
team continue to leverage the Watchtower
Platform to transition to the next generation of
Marine Safety.
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